Pelvic Bone Hydatidosis
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ABSTRACT

Hydatid disease is caused by Echinococcus spp. especially Echinococcus granulosus that is the most common cause of hydatid disease in humans. This disease occurs either through direct contact with infected dogs or indirectly from the ingestion of contaminated water or food with eggs of worms. The most common site in human is the liver (59-75%), followed in frequency by lung (27%), kidney (3%) and bone (1-4%). The authors report a case of the pelvic bone hydatidosis in a 27-years old patient, appearing with pain and a mass in the pelvic region.

1. Introduction

Hydatid disease is still endemic in several regions including Iran (1-3). Though skeletal involvements are usually secondary to hepatic or pulmonary hydatidosis, but maybe, occurs as the primary disease. The most commonly affected sites in bone are the vertebrae, pelvis, and the skull. The vertebrae are the most commonly affected bones (50%), followed by the pelvis (25%) and the long bones (15-25%) (4). This disease can present as a solitary or polycystic disease. In both types of hydatid cyst, pressure absorption of the bone, in addition thinning and fracturing and extension through the soft tissues occurs (5). Hydatid disease of the bone is often asymptomatic for a long duration and is usually detected after a sudden fracture, secondary infection or neurovascular impingement caused by compression (6, 7). Progressive changes may resemble tumor formation with an expansive cystic appearance. A definite preoperative diagnosis without histological examination is often difficult, as there are not pathognomonic signs. There are no specific radiographic signs in affected bone; in the later stages, lytic lesions with trabeculated pattern, with or without sclerosis may be seen. Radiographic findings, perhaps misdiagnosed as those of other lesions and immunologic test, are of limited value (8).

2. Case Report

A 27-years old woman presented with a three-month history of pain and a mass in the pelvic region prominent in right lower quadrant extended to near symphysis pub-
bis. Pain relieved only by administration of narcotics (9). She first was referred to this center for tumor work-up and management of an aggressive tumor; but by para-clinical studies we found she may be affected by hydatidosis. Radiologic study revealed multiple lytic lesion of right superior and inferior pubic rami with no reactive sclerosis (Figure 1). MRI and CT scan showed also multiple cysts in bones of rami, ischium and their surrounded soft tissues (Figure 2). Bone hydatid disease lacks a typical clinical appearance and image characteristics on an x ray or CT scan are similar to those of tuberculosis, metastases and giant cell tumor or bone cysts. However, MRI does show distinctive diagnostic features of bone hydatid disease, especially in the spine (10) via illoinguinal approach, we saw many translucent cysts of Echinococcus granulosus in different sizes.

We extracted all cysts and resected involved bone of ramus as possible and the patient’s mobility was preserved. We used formalin in the operative field to prevent extension of scolices of Echinococcus. Histopathological evidences revealed characteristic trilamellar hydatid cyst wall and scolices of Echinococcus granulosus scattered amidst fragments of bone and erosion of bone were seen (Figure 3). An ultrasonography of the abdomen and Roentgenography of the chest was performed and did not reveal hydatid cyst in the lung or the liver. The patient was treated with albendazole for three cycles at a dose of 400mg twice a day for six weeks followed by a two-week rest without therapy. The patient was followed for 12 months with no recurrence of the lesion. The disease in the bone and joint begins once the blood-borne scolex settles there. The disease is a very slow process and thus, diseases are seldom diagnosed in the early period of infestation. There are fragmentation and conglomeration of the daughter cyst. The bone has mechanical resistance to cysts. Due to the pressure of the cyst, bone is absorbed and then cyst expands uniformly in the soft tissues. Intervertebral disc has the least resistance to growth (11, 12).

The disease must be suspected in cystic lesions of bone, especially in endemic areas such as Iran, as it may easily be misdiagnosed. It can mimic simple bone cyst, tuberculosis, aneurismal bone cyst, giant cell tumors, malignant fibrous histiocytoma, myeloma and chondrosarcoma (10). Diagnosis of bone hydatidosis is based on imaging and laboratory studies and sometimes is established after surgery (13, 14).

Hydatid disease of bone is an infiltrating, diffuse, slow and progressive process, all of these characteristics justified the often-delayed diagnosis. Pelvic locations are particularly difficult to treat (15). Because of the poor results with medical treatment, bone hydatidosis must be treated with wide excision (1, 16). The best treatment for bone Echinococcosis is resection of the involved bone or to amputate it. Curettage and instilling solutions such as hypertonic saline, 1% formalin, or 0.5% silver nitrate have been tried. In suspected cases of Echinococcosis, diagnostic biopsy or aspiration is contraindicated. Operative management should include careful planning and meticulous technique to avoid spillage of the cyst contents, which may cause spread of the disease.
Of spillage occurs, the application of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (Cetrimide), 2% formalin, or 1% iodine can reduce the danger of spreading (17). We used formalin in this patient. The purpose of this article is to alert orthopedic surgeons of this rare condition to emphasize the fact that the disease should be suspected in cystic lesions affecting any organ in the body, especially in endemic areas of the world and open and percutaneous needle biopsies should be avoided in such cases and is a differential diagnosis of cystic tumor in endemic areas.
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